Abstract. Three related but distinct scenarios for tracking control of uncertain systems are reviewed: asymptotic tracking, approximate tracking with prescribed asymptotic error bound, tracking with prescribed transient behaviour. A variety of system classes are considered, ranging from finite-dimensional linear minimum-phase systems to nonlinear, infinite-dimensional systems described by functional differential equations. These classes are determined only by structural assumptions, such as stable zero dynamics and known relative degree. The objective is a single (and simple) control structure which is effective for every member of the underlying system class: no attempt is made to identify the particular system being controlled.
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1. Introduction. We describe “universal” control structures that achieve prescribed performance (for example, asymptotic tracking of a reference signal) for every system belonging to some underlying class. We stress that, in the present survey, we deal only with those contributions wherein no attempt is made to identify the particular system being controlled. The only a priori information available to the controller is the system class, determined by some set of structural assumptions. In essence, control without identification is the distinguishing feature: this contrasts with the early development of adaptive control until the 1980s.

We, therefore, consider given a class of systems $\Sigma = \{S\}$ characterized by particular structural assumptions. As a linear prototype, consider the class of $m$-input $(u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m)$, $m$-output $(y(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m)$, linear systems of the form

$$\begin{cases}
\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), & x(0) = x^0 \in \mathbb{R}^n \\
y(t) = Cx(t)
\end{cases} \quad (1.1)$$

where $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, $B, C^T \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ are unknown but satisfy the following structural assumptions:

- (strict relative degree $\rho$ and sign-definite high-frequency gain) for some known $\rho \in \mathbb{N}$, $CA^iB = 0$ for $i = 1, \ldots, \rho - 2$ and $CA^{\rho-1}B$ is either strictly positive definite or strictly negative definite,

- (minimum-phase or, equivalently, exponentially stable zero dynamics)

$$\det \begin{bmatrix} s I & B \\ C & 0 \end{bmatrix} \neq 0 \quad \text{for all } s \in \mathbb{C} \text{ with } \text{Re } s \geq 0.$$ 

Also given is a class of reference signals $\mathcal{Y}_{\text{ref}}$, typically, all absolutely continuous functions which are bounded with essentially bounded derivative

$$\mathcal{Y}_{\text{ref}} = W^{1,\infty}(\mathbb{R}_+, \mathbb{R}^m) := \{ r: \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}^m \text{ is abs. cont. } | r, \dot{r} \in L^\infty(\mathbb{R}_+, \mathbb{R}^m) \}, \quad (1.2)$$

---
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or, more restrictively, all solutions of $\dot{r} = Mr$ for known $M \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ (in contexts wherein the internal model principle, see, e.g. [39, 8, 37], is invoked).

The control objective is to design a single output feedback controller $R: (y, y_{ref}) \mapsto u$ such that, for every system $S \in \Sigma$ and every reference signal $y_{ref} \in \mathcal{Y}_{ref}$, all signals of the closed-loop system $(S, R)$ are defined on $[0, \infty)$ and are bounded, and one of the following tracking objectives for the error $e(t) = y(t) - y_{ref}(t), \quad y_{ref} \in \mathcal{Y}_{ref}$ should be achieved:

(TO$_1$) asymptotic tracking, i.e. $\lim_{t \to \infty} e(t) = 0$,

(TO$_2$) $\lambda$-tracking or sometimes called “approximate tracking”, i.e. for any prescribed $\lambda > 0$, $\lim \text{dist}_{t \to \infty}(\|e(t)\|, [0, \lambda]) = 0$,

(TO$_3$) prespecified transient behaviour, i.e. for some suitable prescribed function $\varphi$, the error function is required to satisfy $\|e(t)\| \leq 1/\varphi(t)$ for all $t > 0$.

Historically, and also systematically, these three tracking objectives have been investigated in three stages. Initial investigations considered the above-mentioned prototype class of linear, minimum-phase systems, in the restricted context of stabilization (equivalently, $\mathcal{Y}_{ref} = \{0\}$). In the relative-degree-one case ($\rho = 1$), this class has a fundamental property.

**High-Gain Property:** Let $(A, B, C)$ be a minimum-phase linear system of relative degree $\rho = 1$, with positive-definite high-frequency gain $CB > 0$. Then there exists $k^* > 0$ such that, for every $k \geq k^*$, the control $u(t) = -ky(t)$ applied to (1.1) yields an exponentially stable closed-loop system.

In the case of the extended class of nonlinear, infinite-dimensional, systems considered later, a (weaker) counterpart of the high-gain property holds. The high-gain property forms the basis of many early approaches to adaptive (and later also non-adaptive) control without identification. Ubiquitous is the adaptation law $\dot{k}(t) = \|y(t)\|^2$ in conjunction with the feedback $u(t) = -k(t)y(t)$: in Section 2, we discuss the far-reaching consequences of this simple strategy.

In Section 3, we show how this strategy can be extended to the problem of $\lambda$-tracking, through the introduction of a modified gain adaptation of the form $k(t) = \max\{\|e(t)\|^2 - \lambda, 0\}$.

In Section 4, we introduce the non-adaptive concept of funnel control wherein the (non-monotone) gain function is adjusted by, e.g., $k(t) = [1 - \varphi(t)\|e(t)\|]^{-1}$, where the function $\varphi$ determines the transient behaviour of the tracking error.

In Section 5, we briefly review several mainly biotechnological applications of $\lambda$-tracking and also of funnel control. We also consider input constraints and other constraints given by the specific application. Most of the theoretical results have been supported by simulations, and some results have been tested in practice.

The obstacle of higher relative degree is discussed in Section 6. There are relatively few contributions on this problem: moreover, the simplicity of the relative-degree-one control structure is lost.
Finally, in Section 7 we deal with the problem of robustness. Here, the question is whether the performance of an adaptive controller – designed for a system class Σ – persists when applied to a system outside the class Σ, but “close” (in terms of the gap metric) to some member of the class. Surprisingly, the standard high-gain controller (2.1) is still applicable to a general linear systems of the form (1.1) provided it is close - in the gap metric - to a system belonging to the prototype linear class (that is, if it is close - in the gap metric - to a linear minimum-phase system with positive high-frequency gain).

### 2. High-gain adaptive control.

After thirty years of adaptive control based on identification mechanisms to estimate system parameters, investigators addressed the question of necessary and sufficient conditions for stabilization of linear systems. In his famous contribution [30], Mårtensson showed that “the order of any stabilizing regulator is sufficient a priori information for adaptive stabilization”. While such existential problems were investigated, other contributions were made to show that the adaptive control law

\[ u(t) = -k(t)y(t), \quad \dot{k}(t) = \|y(t)\|^2, \quad k(0) = k_0 \]  

stabilizes any single-input, single-output system belonging to the class of minimum-phase, relative-degree-one, linear systems (1.1), with positive high-frequency gain \( CB \). More precisely, (2.1) applied to any such system, with arbitrary initial data \( x^0 \in \mathbb{R}^n, k^0 \in \mathbb{R} \), yields a closed-loop, initial-value problem with unique solution \((x,k)\) and with the properties

\[ \lim_{t \to \infty} x(t) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{t \to \infty} k(t) = k_\infty \in \mathbb{R}. \]

Note the striking simplicity of the controller (2.1) and its underlying idea: a monotone gain function \( k(\cdot) \) coupled with the high-gain property of the underlying system class.

This idea arose in several seminal papers almost at the same time: [32], [38], [4], [29]. Subsequently, it was generalized, preserving its simplicity, to different system classes: multivariable systems [15], unknown sign of the high-frequency gain [33], nonlinear systems [36], discontinuous feedback strategies within the framework of differential inclusions [34, 35], infinite-dimensional systems [27], transient behaviour [31], tracking including an internal model [8, 26], to name but a few. A survey of this field is in [10] and the monograph [11], and, in an infinite-dimensional context, in [28].

From a theoretical point of view, the importance of these contributions lay in the structural insight they provided which led later to more practical controller designs, see Sections 3 and 4. From a practical point of view, the canonical high-gain adaptive controller (2.1) (and variations thereof) are of limited use due to the following shortcomings:

1. **(HG\(_1\))** The systems to which it applies have relative degree 1.
2. **(HG\(_2\))** The gain \( t \mapsto k(t) \) is monotonically increasing. Although theoretically convergent, perturbations to the system cause the gain to grow.
3. **(HG\(_3\))** The class of systems feasible to this control is essentially restricted to linear systems.
4. **(HG\(_4\))** Modification the simple structure (2.1) to encompass tracking requires an internal model: this complicates the control.
5. **(HG\(_5\))** Transient behaviour is not addressed.
6. **(HG\(_6\))** Small measurement noise on the output can lead to an unbounded gain (essentially driven by the variance of the noise).
3. High-gain adaptive $\lambda$-control. The issues (HG$_3$), (HG$_4$), and (HG$_6$) can be resolved by weakening the control objective slightly. In the context of tracking, instead of asymptotic tracking, it is required that all signals of the closed-loop system are bounded and the error $e$ approaches a ball of prespecified radius $\lambda > 0$: \( \lim_{t \to \infty} \text{dist}(\|e(t)\|, [0, \lambda]) = 0 \); i.e., tracking objective (TO$_2$). We refer to this performance as $\lambda$-tracking or approximate tracking. To achieve $\lambda$-tracking for linear systems, the gain adaptation in (2.1) is modified to

\[
\begin{align*}
  u(t) &= -k(t)e(t), \quad e(t) = y(t) - y\text{ref}(t) \\
  \dot{k}(t) &= \max\{\|e(t)\| - \lambda, 0\}, \quad k(0) = k^0.
\end{align*}
\]

(3.1)

In contrast to (2.1), the gain in (3.1) is constant on any interval in which the error is within the ball of radius $\lambda > 0$. This minor modification (a) permits application to a large class of nonlinear systems since 0 is no longer required to be an equilibrium point and (b) obviates the necessity of an internal model but instead encompasses the large class of reference signals $Y_{\text{ref}}$ given in (1.2).

In [1] and [12], nonlinear multi-input multi-output systems of the following form are considered:

\[
\begin{align*}
  \dot{y} &= f(t, y, z) + g(t, y, z) u(t) \\
  \dot{z} &= h(t, y, z),
\end{align*}
\]

(3.2)

with $f(t, y_e, z_e) = 0$ and $h(t, y_e, z_e) = 0$ for all $t$ (and so, with zero input $u = 0, (y_e, z_e)$ is an equilibrium of the system), $g$ is uniformly bounded away from zero, and $\dot{z} = h(t, y_e, z)$ is uniformly asymptotically stable. In [1], the functions $f, g, h$ are assumed globally Lipschitz in $(y, z)$ uniformly in $t$: in [12], only polynomial boundedness in $(y, z)$, uniformly in $t$, is assumed. In the latter case, in order to preclude finite escape times in the closed-loop system, an upper bound $s \geq 1$ of the polynomial degree of $f$ and $g$ is incorporated in the control law (3.1) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  u(t) &= -k(t)||e(t)||^{-1}e(t), \quad e(t) = y(t) - y\text{ref}(t) \\
  \dot{k}(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  ||e(t)|| - \lambda, & ||e(t)|| \geq \lambda \\
  0, & ||e(t)|| < \lambda
\end{cases}, \quad k(0) = k^0.
\end{align*}
\]

(3.3)

The tracking objective (TO$_2$) is achieved by applying (3.3) to any system of the form (3.2), satisfying the above-mentioned hypotheses.

A more general class than (3.2) is that of infinite-dimensional, nonlinear $m$-input $u$, $m$-output $y$ systems given by a controlled functional differential equation

\[
\dot{y}(t) = f(p(t), (Ty)(t)) + g(p(t), (Ty)(t), u(t)), \quad y|_{[-h,0]} = y^0 \in C([-h,0];\mathbb{R}^m)
\]

(3.4)

where, loosely speaking, $h \geq 0$ quantifies the “memory” of the system, $p$ may be thought of as a (bounded) disturbance term and $T$ is a nonlinear causal operator, $g$ and $f$ are only assumed to be continuous. Whilst a full description of this system class is given in [18], we remark here that diverse phenomena are incorporated within the class including, for example, diffusion processes, delays (both point and distributed) and hysteretic effects. Apart from some technical conditions, the essential hypotheses are (a) information on the growth of $f$, (b) the existence of some positive-definite, symmetric $G \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ such that

\[
u^T G(p, w, u) \geq \|u\|^2 \quad \forall \ (p, w, u)
\]
(this assumption replaces the “positive high-frequency gain” assumption in the case of linear systems), and (c) a weak bounded-input, bounded-output assumption on the operator \( T \) (which is a weakened counterpart of the minimum-phase assumption in the case of linear systems). The feedback and gain adaptation takes the form

\[
 u(t) = -k(t) \varphi(e(t)), \quad \dot{k}(t) = \psi_\lambda(e(t)), \quad k(0) = k^0,
\]

where the functions \( \varphi \) and \( \psi_\lambda \) are determined by the hypotheses (a) and (c), alluded to above, together with the tracking accuracy parameter \( \lambda > 0 \). Note that (3.3) is a particular case of this general structure.

\[
 \Sigma_2 : \quad w = Ty
\]

System class

\[
 \Sigma_1 : \quad \dot{y} = f(p, w) + g(p, w, u)
\]

\[
 u = -k \varphi(e), \quad \dot{k} = \psi_\lambda(\|e\|)
\]

The concept of \( \lambda \)-tracking is implicit in [31], albeit in a somewhat different context to that considered here. The concept as described above was introduced for the linear class (1.1) in [17], for infinite-dimensional linear systems in [14], for the nonlinear class (1.1) in [1, 12], for the nonlinear class (3.4) in [18], and, for systems modelled by differential inclusions in [36]. Discussion on contributions to systems of higher relative degree are postponed until Section 6.

Whilst we have now addressed the shortcomings (HG\(_3\)), (HG\(_4\)), and (HG\(_6\)), the following questions remain.

(\( \lambda_1 \)) How to tackle systems of relative degree \( \rho \geq 2 \)?

(\( \lambda_2 \)) How to counteract the disadvantages of monotonically non-decreasing gain (which, whilst theoretically convergent, is susceptible to unwarranted increase generated by perturbations to the system)?

(\( \lambda_5 \)) How to influence transient behaviour?

4. Non-adaptive funnel control. To resolve (\( \lambda_2 \)) and (\( \lambda_5 \)), we first make the following observation. Loosely speaking, the high-gain property, alluded in the Introduction, ensures that the output \( y(t) \) or the error \( e(t) \) is decaying if the gain is sufficiently large. If \( k \) is a time-varying function, we may “tune” its values \( k(t) \) to be large only when required: \( k \) need not be a monotonically increasing function.

With this in mind and to address the issue of transient behaviour, we introduce the concept of a performance funnel. Let \( \varphi \) be a function of the following class

\[
 \Phi := \{ \varphi \in W^{1, \infty}(\mathbb{R}_+, \mathbb{R}) \mid \varphi(0) = 0, \ \varphi(s) > 0 \text{ for all } s > 0 \text{ and } \liminf_{s \to \infty} \varphi(s) > 0 \}\.
\]

With \( \varphi \in \Phi \), we associate the set

\[
 \mathcal{F}_\varphi := \{ (t, e) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \times \mathbb{R}^n \mid \varphi(t)\|e\| < 1 \},
\]
which we refer to as the performance funnel. This terminology arises from the fact that, if a control structure can be devised which ensures that the tracking error evolves within $F_\varphi$, then we have guaranteed transient behaviour (control objective (TO3)) in the sense that

$$\|e(t)\| < 1/\varphi(t) \quad \forall \ t > 0,$$

and, moreover, if $\varphi$ is chosen so that $\varphi(t) \geq 1/\lambda$ for all $t$ sufficiently large, then control objective (TO2) is achieved.

To ensure error evolution within the funnel, the controller (3.1) is replaced by

$$u(t) = -k(t) e(t), \quad e(t) = y(t) - y_{ref}(t)$$

$$k(t) = [1 - \varphi(t)\|e(t)\|]^{-1}. \quad (4.1)$$

In view of the high-gain property, intuitively we see that, in order to maintain the error evolution within the funnel, high gain values may only be required when the error is close to the funnel boundary. This intuition underpins the choice of gain function in (4.1). The structure (4.1) has two advantages: $k(t)$ is not determined by a dynamical system (differential equation); the control (4.1) is a time-varying proportional output feedback of striking simplicity. This structure was introduced for the class of nonlinear systems (3.4) in [19]: modifications to mollify controller behaviour near the funnel boundary are contained in [22].

5. Applications. Whereas there are few applications of the high-gain control approach described in Section 2, the $\lambda$-tracking approach has found several applications (including experimental implementation in the regulation of the pH-value of a biogas tower reactor [16]).

Theoretical results and simulations for mostly biotechnological applications of $\lambda$-tracking are as follows: in anesthesia in [3]; for continuous stirred tank reactors in [1]; for exothermic chemical reactors under input constraints in [23]; for chemical reaction models with sampled-data in [24]; for continuous stirred tank reactors in [6]; for activated sludge processes in [13].

Funnel control under input constraints for chemical reactor models has been investigated in [25].

6. The obstacle of higher relative degree. If a (linear) system has a higher relative degree and derivative feedback is not feasible, then a filter or observer is frequently used to obtain approximations of the output derivatives. However, it is not straightforward to determine how to combine a filter/observer with a high-gain
controller.

A first attempt to achieve stabilization for linear systems of higher relative degree is due to Mareels [29]; however, a counterexample to the main result is presented in [9]. Unless otherwise stated, all results cited below relate to single-input, single-output systems. Bullinger and Allgöwer [2] introduce a high-gain observer in conjunction with an adaptive controller to ensure tracking with prescribed asymptotic accuracy $\lambda > 0$ ($\lambda$-tracking). This is achieved for a class of systems which are affine in the control, of known relative degree, and with affine linearly-bounded drift term; so they are close to linear. Paper [40] considers linear minimum-phase systems with nonlinear perturbation; the control objective is (continuous) adaptive $\lambda$-tracking with non-decreasing gain; the class of allowable nonlinearities is considerably smaller than that encompassed by (3.4). Stabilization for systems of maximum relative degree in the so-called parametric strict feedback form is achieved in [41] via a piecewise constant adaptive switching strategy. Both these contributions use a backstepping procedure.

The concept of funnel control is applied to linear systems of known relative degree in [20] and generalized to a class nonlinear systems (3.4) in [21]. However, in both contributions, a backstepping procedure is used which complicates the feedback structure. An alternative approach might be to combine a simple high-gain observer with a funnel-type controller.

7. Robustness. As we have seen, high-gain control is applicable to large classes of nonlinear systems. However, if a system of the underlying class is subjected to perturbations which take it outside the class, then it is not clear if the controller continues to maintain performance. This problem of robustness has been investigated for the class of linear systems (1.1).

In particular, exploiting the concept of the nonlinear gap metric (graph topology) (see, e.g. [7]) from the theory of robust stability, in [5] it is shown that the canonical high-gain controller (2.1) maintains its efficacy in the presence of $L^2$-input and $L^2$-output disturbances. It is proved that the requisite performance also persists when the plant $P = (A, B, C)$ is replaced by a stabilizable and detectable linear plant $P_1$ within a sufficiently small neighbourhood of $P$ in the graph topology, provided that the plant initial data and the $L^2$ magnitude of the disturbances are sufficiently small. Unstable behaviour for large initial conditions and/or large $L^2$ disturbances is shown, demonstrating that the bounds obtained from the $L^2$ theory are qualitatively tight.

The importance of these contributions is the result that $P_1$ is only assumed to be close to a system of the prototype linear class (1.1): $P_1$ need not be minimum phase and could have higher relative degree $\rho \geq 2$ (for examples, see the Introduction in [5]). This result supports the intuition of many engineers that certain subsystems may be neglected in system modelling as long as their contribution is sufficiently small in the gap metric sense. Robustness in the contexts of $\lambda$-tracking and funnel control remains an open question.
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